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Abstract: Under the license agreement, the licensor provides the license in 

the agreed scope, and the licensee undertakes to pay agreed royalties or is 

entitled to use the license free of charge. Corporations administering on a 

long-term basis license agreements, concluded and/or renewed continuously 

before and after January 1, 2014, when the 2012 Czech Civil Code entered 

into force, must face on a daily basis, simultaneous application of two 

different regulation, as the agreements concluded previous to the above date 

are still governed by the former 1991 Commercial Code. The aim of the 

present paper is to compare the fundamental provisions of both regulations, 

at present simultaneously applicable, in terms of the practical impact and 

consequences of this specificity on the entrepreneurs and/or other entities 

administering license contracts. Subsequently it formulates recommendations 

aimed at mitigation of the difficulties that may result from this concurrent 

application by the subjects administering the license agreements. 
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Abstrakt: Podle licenční smlouvy poskytovatel licence poskytne licenci 

v dohodnutém rozsahu a držitel licence se zavazuje platit dohodnuté licenční 

poplatky nebo je oprávněn bezplatně používat licenci. Cílem tohoto příspěvku 

je porovnat ustanovení v obchodním zákoníku (které se obecně používá 

pro smlouvy uzavřené do 31. 12. 2013) a v občanském zákoníku, které jsou 

v současné době použitelné, pokud jde o praktický dopad a důsledky 

pro podnikatele a (nebo jiné subjekty licenční smlouvy). Následně příspěvek 

formuluje doporučení zaměřená na zmírnění obtíží, které mohou vzniknout 

v důsledku souběžné aplikace. 

 

Klíčová slova: občanské právo, obchodní zákoník, občanský zákoník, licenční 

smlouva, poskytovatel licence. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Licensing of patents and providing of other intellectual property rights may 

facilitate access by researchers to third-party technologies and facilitate 

practical application with a view toward commercialization or public use. 

Patent licensing may also facilitate movement of new technologies from the 

research phase to the commercialization phase as small and medium 

enterprises out-license inventions to more highly capitalized enterprises. 

Patent licensing may provide a means for enterprises to overcome obstacles to 

incremental innovation. Patent licensing may, last but not least, facilitate joint 

research and development, accelerating technology development and 

spreading risk. In order to achieve all these goals, a proper legal basis for the 

procedure of licencing must provide for legal guaranties and protection of the 

rights of the provider/ licensor. Czech legislation, headed by the new Civil 

Code, Act. No 89/2012 Coll. (thereinafter “CivC”), rules on the above issues 

in a general way, replacing the former rules therefore contained in the 

Commercial Code, Act No 513/91 Coll, (thereinafter “ComC) after the date of 

CivC entry into force. The Code came into effect on January 1, 2014.  

However, the legal relations – subject-matter of the regulation by the CivC – 

that were established before the date of its entry into force as well as the rights 

and obligations following from them including rights and obligations 

following the breach of contracts, shall be governed by the previously 

effective legislation, i.e. the ComC, further on.  

The above provision has practical impacts on a considerable number of legal 

relations and contract that regulate them. Among the latter we find license 

agreements as arrangements governing the industrial property. These 

represent a type of legal arrangements which are generally not concluded as 

short-term contracts, but as long-term ones. In other words, that all license 

agreements concluded before 31 December 2013 shall be governed by 

previous legislation - ComC, even if it should be for a relatively long time. 

Only license agreements concluded after 1. 1.2014 shall be governed by the 

new Civil Code as the legislation replacing to this extent the ComC. 

For corporations managing the license contracts, concluded and/or renewed 

continuously before and after the crucial date quoted above, the simultaneous 

application of two different regulations can therefore be a practical problem, 

which they must face on a daily basis.  
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2 AIMS OF THE PAPER 

The aim of the present paper is to compare the crucial provisions in both 

regulations, thus simultaneously applicable, in terms of the practical impact 

and consequences of this specificity on the entrepreneurs and/or other entities 

administering license contracts.. In this context we will, first of all, examine 

the previous regulation contained in the ComC (which corresponds with the 

legislation still in force in the Slovak Republic); thereafter we shall approach 

the recent rules brought by the CivC 2012. (the paper builds on Marek, 2008 

and Pospíšil, 2014). Subsequently we shall formulate some recommendations 

aimed at mitigation of the difficulties that may face subjects administering the 

licence agreements as subject of their business due to this concurrent 

application. 

The Explanatory Memorandum to the Civil Code (thereinafter „Explanatory 

Memorandum“) states in this context that the rights and obligations of the 

licence agreements in the earlier law was not regulated in a uniform way. The 

rules  on licensing of objects of industrial property were contained in the 

ComC (in Sections 508 et seq.), whereas the provisions on the licensing of 

objects protected by copyright law were included in the Copyright Act 

(Sections 46 et seq.). Both statutes are leges speciali in relation to the CivC. 

According to the Explanatory Memorandum, this was felt as a weakness, 

which was suitable for remedy, so that both special regulations shall be 

integrated into one single institute, while respecting the special features of 

licensing of items protected by the copyright. The new legal rules "follow 

mainly the aim of systematic legal arrangement... it takes over the legislation 

from both special statutes, without making substantial changes in it." The 

rights and obligations from licence agreements pass to the legal successor of 

the person to whom the licence was granted. The licence agreement can 

exclude such a transfer of rights and obligations to the successor.  

The Explanatory Memorandum then continues by noting that a person who 

acquired sublicense may also grant further sublicenses only if this was 

explicitly agreed between him and the provider of the sublicense.  

The research submitted in the present study by the authors was accomplished 

on the basis of use of the analytical, comparative and inductive methods. 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Regulation by the Commercial Code (Act .No. 513/1991 Coll) 

Implementation of research and development activities contributes 

significantly to the increase of level of the production of goods. Generally, 

however, it is not necessary to develop what was already discovered before. 

A considerable part of the production development is based on the use of the 

results of activities of other subjects, e.g. good market position of labels, 

trademarks or other intellectual rights. These results can be provided for 

further use by their authors on the basis of contractual relations. Mainly to this 

purpose is designed the conclusion of licence agreements.(Marek, 2008)  

By the licence agreement to the subjects of industrial property:  

 The provider grants to the licensee the exercise – to the agreed extend 

and on the agreed territory - the rights to the industrial property 

(thereinafter "rights") 

 The licensee undertakes to provide the agreed royalties or other material 

assets to the license provider. 

The agreement must be in writing. This follows from the rules containing the 

basic provisions on the licence agreement to the objects of industrial property 

(Section 508 of the ComC). 

With regard to the mandatory provision of Section 263 para. 2 ComC, the 

basic provisions of Section 508 of the ComC shall be of mandatory nature as 

well. 

Licence agreement to the objects of industrial property as contractual type 

represents the so-called relative trade, which can be applied in situations 

meeting the conditions laid down in Section 261 paras. 1 and 2 ComC. Even 

in this case it was also possible, according to the provisions of Section 262 

ComC, agree that certain relationships that does not fall under the scope of 

Section 261 ComC, shall be nevertheless governed by the ComC as well. 

Importance of the basic provisions 

Basic provision defines the substantial parts of the agreement, which are – 

next to the specification of the Contracting Parties (licensor and licensee) – 

as follows 
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 specification of the rights whose exercise is granted, including the 

definition of their extent and territory of use;  

 determination of the amount of royalty or other form of consideration.  

It should be noted on this place that the application of the agreement was 

possible only for "industrial property rights". However broad the application 

of the agreement may be, it is defined just by this specification of the 

agreement (other intellectual property rights, as for instance know how, could 

not be included).  

Under the rules of ComC, it was possible to use the agreement only for 

objects of industrial property, i.e. essentially for rights protected by patents 

for inventions, utility models, industrial designs, trademarks, topographies of 

semiconductor products, new varieties of plants and breeds of animals.  

Provision of a licence was excluded (due to the special nature connected only 

to the relevant territory) in the case of designations of origin and geographical 

indications. 

In the Commentary to ComC by Švarc (Švarc,1996) we find following 

opinion to this issue: "The licensor under Sections 508 to 515 can be just the 

owner and/or the applicant for exclusive rights to some of these intangible 

assets. The provisions of Sections 508 to 515 do not apply to the sub-

licencing contract." This opinion is fully in accordance with the rule contained 

in Section 511 paras. 1 and 2 ComC.  However, the text of the provisions was 

of facultative character. By agreement of the parties it could be either 

excluded or otherwise modified. Therefore we believe that in those cases 

when the Contracting Parties agreed on these divergent arrangements the 

concluding of a sub-licensing contract was possible and was not contrary to 

the basic provisions on this contractual type. 

The licensor is under Section 511 ComC continues – even after granting the 

licence to others - to be entitled to exercising rights that are the subject of the 

agreement, as well as to grant further licenses to third persons. The licensee is 

not entitled to leave the exercise of the right to other people. 

Due to the facultative character of the above rule it is, however, possible to 

negotiate different arrangements. They are, for instance, possibilities to leave 

to the licensor the right of use but to prohibit its provision to other licensee, 

etc.  

According to the ComC, the licence shall be granted as non-exclusive, 

however, it is also possible to arrange the latter as an exclusive licence.  
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According to the commercial law the licence agreement regulated by the 

ComC was not permitted to rule on rights other than to the objects of 

industrial property. Agreements granting rights to other objects than to objects 

of industrial property could be concluded as so called innominate contracts 

under Section 269 para. 2 ComC. In such a situation, these innominate 

contracts were not covered by other provisions of the ComC governing the 

licence agreement, unless the parties have explicitly agreed.  

Following argumentation was provided to the support of this legislation: 

"There are many types of licence agreements with a very different content. It 

is therefore not easy (neither appropriate) to provide for a single regime by the 

law, that would suit for all types of licences on all kinds of intangible assets. 

Joint rules on licence agreement in broad terms would be too general. 

Limitation of Sections 508 to 515 ComC only to licences to the objects of 

industrial property follows their common features, e.g. Their protection on the 

basis of a decision by public authorities (e.g. registration), which the other 

intangible assets do not possess." (Švarc, 1996)  

The authors of the present paper proposed already ten years ago to consider 

amendment to the ComC modifying the licence agreement so that it would 

include broader scope of relationships (with the exception of the copyright 

licence agreements under the Copyright Act), including the licence agreement 

to know-how, covering, for example, technological processes and/or material 

composition of the ingredients that are not protected by industrial rights. 

(Marek, 2008).  

Legal rules on the licence agreement contained in eight sections of the ComC 

are of such a general nature (except for the basic provision) so that it 

complied with universal use. Special regulation concerning rights to be 

recorded in public register was contained in a mandatory provisions of 

Section 509 para. 1 of the ComC.  

After the enactment of ComC majority of the authors thought that for future 

general use of the licence agreement no modifications of the provisions of 

Section 509 to 515 ComC shall be necessary. The changes were required only 

as regards the provisions of Section 508, para. 1.  The conclusion of the 

agreement entitled only to the exercise of the right, not to its assignment. 

Should the parties intend to arrange for assignment of the rights, the form of 

an innominate contract was necessary.  

Contract on the assignment of rights could be concluded only if not forbidden 

by special legislation. The prohibition of assignment of rights was ruled, for 
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instance, under the provisions on so-called collective trademarks. As for 

collective trademarks, the prohibition of awarding a licence was provided as 

well. This is provided for by the Trademark Act, Act. No. 441/2003 Coll. As 

amended. This legislative restriction that remains in force after the abolishing 

of ComC must be respect, de lege ferenda, however, its modification may be 

considered. 

3.2 Record in the Register of Rights 

ComC rules: “If provided for by a special statutory provision, a registration in 

the appropriate register of these rights is required for their exercise in 

accordance with a contract." This mandatory rule applies under the Czech 

law, for example, in the case of trade marks.  

Trademark licence agreement becomes effective towards third parties upon 

the registration in the trade mark register administered by the Industrial 

Property Office.(Štenglová, Plíva, Tomsa, 2009) 

It is necessary to bear in mind that, as regards industrial property and its 

protection, the principle of territoriality applies. Exercise of the right is, 

therefore, in accordance with this principle and as such must be ensured in all 

countries where the registration as condition is laid down by the law of the 

enrolment.  

The ComC provision quoted above is mandatory (see Sections 509 (1) and 

263 ComC). This is the only provisions of this kind – beside the basic 

provision – as regards the legal regulation of the licence agreement. All other 

provisions therein that concern this agreement are of facultative character and 

contractual arrangements agreed between the parties take precedence over the 

statutory rules. 

In many individual cases the facultative character of these provisions is used. 

However, in our opinion, it is not enough simply to make divergent agreement 

of statutory provisions, but it is appropriate to rule by the way of contract a 

number of questions that are not mentioned in the ComC at all.  Among 

others, the agreement should -depending on the nature of the relationship – 

provide for technical support by the licensor, training of relevant personnel of 

licensee, details on documentation to be passed with the licensee and on the 

content of the relevant transfer protocol, payment terms etc. Because the 

subject of the transaction are the industrial property rights, special legislation 

that applies to the subject-matter covered shall be studied a well.  
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When concluding the licence agreement the licensor must take due regard to 

the anti-competition legislation. Agreement on the transfer of rights or the 

granting of licences for inventions, industrial designs, trademarks, 

topographies of semiconductor products, utility models and protected plant 

varieties or animal breeds or parts may be invalid if the licensee is limited by 

its provisions in course of trade by restrictions that go beyond the subject 

matter and the scope of legal protection of industrial property (in detail 

Boháček.  

However, the effects of nullity shall not rely, in particular, to limitations of 

licensee's rights that are justified by the interest of the licensor's rights on 

proper use of the rights - subject matter of the protection. Further on, it will 

not cover the obligations of the licensee to exchange experiences or to provide 

a licence to the patents with the view to improve or to use the rights -subject 

matter of the protection, provided it corresponds to the mutual obligations of 

the licensor and licensee. Finally, it doesn´t cover the obligations of the 

licensee in respect to the competition on markets outside the scope of the Act 

on the Competition Protection. 

The relevant provisions of the Act on the Competition Protection shall apply, 

mutatis mutandis, to the transfer rights or granting exercise of rights regarding 

a subject-matter that cannot be classified part of the industrial property.  

Should the duration of the rights granted by the licence agreement depend on 

its performance, the licensee is obliged to the performance. For example, in 

the case of trade marks the exercise of the right is required the maintenance of 

the latter. Any trademark that would not be used for five years – provided the 

owner of the trade mark has no proper explanation therefor - would be deleted 

from the register. Thus, for the use of trade marks mandatory rules provided 

by a special legislation shall apply. 

It is, however, necessary to bear in mind that the above stated will not apply, 

should the relevant rules have their origin in other than Czech legislation 

and/or should they follow applicable international conventions 

Maintenance of rights, documentation 

Relevant ComC rules imposed to the licensor the obligation to maintain the 

rights for the duration of the agreement if required by the nature of these 

rights. The latter relies, in particular, to the payment of royalties and/or 

securing of agenda related thereto such as the renewal of entries in registers, 

etc. As this may regard also other territory than the one of the Czech 
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Republic, again, our preceding notice on the importance of the definition of 

the contractual territory and on the potential effect of foreign legislation or 

international conventions is of relevance thereto. 

According to ComC, the provider/licensor shall, without undue delay after the 

conclusion of the agreement, provide the purchaser/licensee with complete 

documentation and information necessary for the exercise of rights under the 

agreement. Unless not otherwise agreed between the provider and the 

purchaser, the performance of this statutory obligation shall be very often one 

of the prerequisites of successful exercise of the right.  

Statutory obligation of the licensee is to keep in secrecy from third persons 

any information and documents provided, unless it follows from the 

agreement or from the character of the supporting documentation and 

information provided that the provider is not interested in keeping them in 

secrecy. For third persons are not considered persons who participate in the 

operation of the entrepreneur´s business entrepreneur and were instructed in a 

due way by the entrepreneur to keep them in secrecy. 

After the termination of the agreement the purchaser/licensee is obliged to 

return the documents provided and continue to keep as confidential 

information provided to him before it becomes generally known. The latter is 

ruled by section 513 ComC and extends thereby the rules provided by 

Sections 17 to 20 ComC on the trade secret and/or Section 271 on confidential 

information provided during negotiations on conclusion of the agreement.  

If the purchaser/licensee is restricted in the exercise of the rights by other 

persons or if it finds out that the rights are infringed by other persons, he shall, 

without undue delay, report this to the provider/licensor. For the breach of this 

obligation he shall be, unless otherwise agreed by the agreement, liable for 

damages as for breach of any contractual or statutory obligations. The non-

provision of reports could be also specified by the agreement as a substantial 

breach of the agreement with the corresponding legal consequences arising.  

The provider/licensor was obliged, without undue delay, to take all necessary 

legal measures in order to protect the exercise of the rights of the 

purchaser/licensee. In doing so he was entitled to require necessary assistance 

from the purchaser/licensee. Due to the fact that "the exercise of rights" is 

regarded as essential provision of the agreement, any potential breach of this 

obligation was to be held for a substantial breach of the agreement – this even 

without an explicit contractual provision to this end. The purchaser/licensee 
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was dependent on the activities undertaken by of the licensor.(see also 

Pelikánová, 2004)  

The agreement could be concluded both for a definite or an indefinite period 

of time. ComC provided that if the agreement was not concluded for a definite 

period, it can be terminated. Again, this was a facultative rule and it was 

therefore possible to agree on a termination period in agreements concluded 

for definite period of time. The termination itself – unless provided otherwise 

by the agreement itself – was effective after a period of one year from the end 

of the calendar month in which the notice was delivered to the other 

contractual party.  

Due to the fact the entire ComC legislation was of facultative character, it was 

possible to prepare licence agreement "tailored" to specific needs. I doing this, 

however, it was necessary to take due regard to special additional domestic 

legislation, in many cases also to special legislation of other jurisdiction as 

well as to relevant international conventions.  

3.3 Regulation by the Civil Code (Act .No. 89/2012 Coll.) 

Rules contained the CivC are not too extensive. This is no change in 

comparison to the former ComC rules. Under the heading “Licence” we find 

general arrangements contained in Sections 2358-2370. Following these 

provisions we find specific provisions on licence to items protected by the 

Copyright Act as well as special provisions for publishing licence agreement. 

These provisions, however, will not be part of our discourse hereto.  

At first, we must note that many comments that were made above in relation 

to ComC rules, apply also as regards the new CivC rules. Thus, when dealing 

with identical problems in this part of the paper, our observations thereto will 

be not repeated once again. The latter applies, in particular, to the examples of 

the use of contractual freedom and references to special statutory regulations.  

CivC rules are principally of facultative character. Relevant rule of  Section 1 

(1) CivC states on this issue: „Unless explicitly prohibited by the present 

Code, persons can agree on rights and obligations by way of derogation from 

the statutory provisions; prohibited are agreements that break good morals, 

public order or rights relating to the status of persons, including rights relating 

to the personality“. 
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Basic provisions, exclusive and non-exclusive licence, record in 

the public list 

Of mandatory character are, however, basic provisions for this contract type 

under Section 2358 CivC that rule on the essential terms of the agreement. 

According to the latter, through the licence agreement grants the 

provider/licensor permission (licence) to the purchaser/licensee to exercise the 

intellectual property rights to a limited or unlimited extent and the licensee 

undertakes, if not agreed otherwise, to pay a royalty to the provider. 

Thus, the essential elements of the contract are as follows: 

 specification of the relevant intellectual property rights;  

 granting of authorisation by the provider to the purchaser to the exercise 

of the rights (to the specified limited or unlimited extent);  

 purchaser´s obligation to pay royalty (if not agreed otherwise, e.g. in the 

case of cross-licences when the licensee as the provider grants - instead 

of remuneration - permission to exercise other rights).  

 No derogation is possible also as regards rule in para. 2 of the basic 

provision that specifies that the contract must be in writing if,  

 an exclusive licence shall be granted or  

 licence shall be registered in the appropriate public list.  

Derogating agreements are hereby excluded with the regard to the provisions 

of Section 559 CivC ruling that everyone has the right to choose any form of 

legal transaction if not limited as to selection of this form by mutual 

agreement or by the statute.(Tichý in Švestka, Dvořák, Fiala e.s.,2014) 

For the definition of the mandatory and/or facultative provisions, it is then 

necessary to examine the provisions of Section 2360 para. 1 (a). 2 CivC. The 

paragraph 1 specifies that if an exclusive licence is agreed, the provider has 

no right to grant the same licence to a third party for the duration of the 

exclusive licence. If not explicitly agreed otherwise, the provider/licensor 

shall refrain from exercising of rights licensed by an exclusive licence to the 

purchaser/licensee. Here we shall understand the first sentence of paragraph 1 

not as a facultative definition, while the second sentence allows for explicit 

agreement on a derogating arrangement. 

The provision of Section 2360 para. 2 CivC specifies that should a licensor 

grant for the duration of an exclusive licence rights in the form of licence to a 

third person without a written consent of the former, such licence does not 
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arise. However, if a non-exclusive licences was granted before the subsequent 

granting of an exclusive licence, the former remains in force. According to 

our opinion, however, the wording of the first sentence of para. 2 does not 

allow for any derogative arrangements for the duration of the exclusive 

licensee unless the licensee gives its consent in writing. Under the second 

sentence of para. 2 there will be an exclusive licence granted, but a previously 

issued licence – if non-exclusive – shall be maintained.  

Further on, we regard as mandatory rule also the provision of Section 2358 

para. 3 CivC, which forms part of the basic provisions. It rules, that for a 

licence to the intellectual property recorded in a public list the agreement shall 

be effective against third parties upon the record entered to this list. Hence, a 

standard solution is chosen and any failure of entering the record is effective 

in relation to third parties, whereas the parties to the agreement are obliged by 

its provisions.  

As regards the use of trademark, according to the case law (KS HK 19 Co 

875/2006) the license agreement is not the only way how to arrange for its 

use. As eligible stands also an innominate contract, this even for agreement on 

the use without payment of royalties (Regional Court Hradec Kralove, 

https://is.cuni.cz/webapps/zzp/download/12017259).  

From the comparison of ComC and CivC rules we can draw the conclusion 

that while the ComC required always the written for licence agreement to 

industrial property items, The CivC provides for it only in specified cases.  

CivC in does not define the contractual territory where it is possible to 

exercise the licence. Nevertheless, contractual provision on this issue is 

appropriate. Otherwise we would have obviously refer in the interpretation to 

the territory, on which the right is under protection, or even to other facts. 

Use of licence, maintenance of rights 

After the conclusion of licence agreement, the purchaser/licensee is not 

obliged to make use of the licence, unless the duration of the rights depends 

on its performance (Section 2359 (1) CivC). According to the content of the 

second part of the sentence of this paragraph, the parties to the agreement are 

principally not entitled to agree otherwise, this in spite of other legislation, 

which specifies for a mandatory performance of the rights (e.g. trademarks).  

The provision of Section 2359 para. 2 provides for the maintenance of the 

right for the duration of the licence agreement, if required by its nature. This 
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is, for example, the case of renewal of registrations in relevant registers (when 

imposed by further legislation).  

According to the facultative provision of Section 2361 CivC, should a non-

exclusive licence be agreed upon, the provider/licensor is entitled to exercise 

the rights to which he provided the non-exclusive licence and he can provide 

further licences to third persons. On this issue, however, different contractual 

arrangements may be agreed upon, e.g. providing that the performance of the 

right by the provider/licensor may continue, but further licences can be 

granted no longer. Should the provider/licensor be entitled to grant additional 

licences, it is in the interest of the purchaser/licensee, to provide for such 

alternative explicitly in the agreement. 

Should then the purchaser/licensee itself be entitled to grant sub-licences to 

the rights licensed to him to a third party in whole or in part, he may do so 

only if explicitly provided for in the agreement (Section 2363 CivC). In such 

a case sublicenses may be granted.  

In addition to the issue of sublicenses the CivC rules in Section 2364 for 

potential assignment of the licence to a third party. This assignment possible, 

in whole or in part, only with the consent of the provider/licensor. Written 

form is prescribed for the consent.  Other form, obviously, can´t be agreed.  

In Section 2365 the CivC rules for licences in relation to the transfer of the 

enterprise (previously under ComC "transfer of an undertaking") or a part 

thereof. If an enterprise or a part thereof, that constitutes a separate plant, 

were transferred, the consent of the licensor is required only if it has been 

separately agreed upon.  

Because from individual licence agreements may not follow clearly whether 

we have to do with exclusive or non-exclusive licence, the CivC attempts to 

solve the problem by ruling that unless an exclusive licence is specifically 

agreed upon, it is assumed to be the case of non-exclusive licence. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Crucial part of any licence agreement constitute rules on the royalties to be 

paid by the licensee. The new CivC brought an essential change in rules on 

determining the amount of royalties. Probably the most important change – in 

comparison with the former regulation by that regulated only licence to 

industrial property items – is that the CivC provides rules on royalties for the 

entire field of intellectual property rights. 
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As regards the ways how to determine the amount of royalty for the license, 

we have seen that the previous ComC legislation was very poor and stipulated 

only that the purchaser/licensee is committed to provide certain remuneration 

or other property assets. The CivC has brought a more detailed rules on the 

specification of royalty and its amount. 

In Section 2366 CivC stipulates that in order to be valid, the license 

agreement shall include provision on the amount of royalty or at least on the 

way to its determination. However, the license agreement shall be valid even 

if it follows from the will manifested by the parties that they wish to conclude 

a license agreement without specifying the amount of royalties (in this case 

the purchaser is obliged to pay the provider the standard remuneration, i.e. 

royalties normal at the time of conclusion of the agreement under similar 

terms and conditions and for this specific rights), or if the parties agree in the 

license agreement that the license shall be provided free of charge. Therefore, 

it follows from this fact that the license agreement may be - unlike e.g. the 

lease contract or sales contracts – a royalty-free agreement. 

Further on, the CivC provides expressly in Section 2366 para. 2 that, should 

the amount of royalties depend on revenues from the use of the licence, the 

purchaser/licensee must allow access to accounting records for the 

determination of the actual amount of the royalties. The purchaser/licensee is 

also required to submit a statement of royalties agreed in that way in the 

agreed time periods (at least once a year, unless stated otherwise). 

The royalties can be arranged in various ways. It may be a fixed lump sum, 

monthly fees, calculated according to the volume of production of the 

licensed goods, depending on the yield, etc. Royalties may also have a non-

pecuniary form, the agreement shall then have the nature of the so-called 

barter contract.  

When concluding the license agreement it is – in addition to the amount of the 

royalties – also important to agree on the terms of payment, as appropriate, 

consequences of non-payment of royalties properly and in-time. For the 

successful conclusion of the agreement we may recommend that the 

technology, or documents to the technology, should be transferred upon 

payment of the first instalment for a license (or advance payment). Another 

option of royalties (or consideration) is the conclusion of the cross-license 

agreement, according to which the Parties shall grant licenses to each other.  

Next to the question of remuneration there are other issues that are subject of 

ongoing discussion. Licence agreements are often concluded for a definite 
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period. In our opinion, even in such cases it can be contractually agreed how 

to terminate the contractual relationship during such definite period. Here, of 

course, the general modes of termination applicable to contracts for indefinite 

period shall be employed, i.e. the withdrawal, termination by mutual 

agreement, etc.  

For agreements concluded for indefinite period the rule on the termination 

clause shall apply pursuant to Section 2370 CivC. If the license agreement is 

concluded for an indefinite period, the termination shall take effect after a 

period of one year from the end of the calendar month in which the notice of 

termination has been received by the other side. Such a statutory notice period 

may seem to be quite long. However, it is justified by the arrangements that 

have to be taken in most cases, which, as a rule, will not have a short-term 

character. 

For cases of a premature termination of the agreement the payment of 

royalties  as well as other questions may be agreed that concern the further 

use (or avoidance of further use) of the experience and/or know-how 

acquired. It is also possible to agree on arrangements substantively correspond 

in terms of content to a non-competition clause.  

In the end our discourse we can confirm that the new legislation is based on 

(and fundamentally corresponds to) a slightly modified version of the former 

ComC rules. One of major changes constitutes the possibility of concluding 

the license agreement as free-of charge. Even though the parties must keep in 

mind that in addition to the above mentioned CivC rules a number of 

implementing regulations must always be taken into account as specific rules 

governing the intellectual property rights, nevertheless the advantage of a 

wide contractual freedom and discretion of the parties still exists and may be 

used to their mutual benefit. 
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